PSM 500

*Weapons of Mass Destruction and Terrorism* (Paperback) by Russell D. Howard (Author), James J. F. Forest (Author)

PSM 501


PSM 502


PSM 503


*Ethics and Politics: Cases and Comments* (Paperback) by Amy Gutmann (Author), Dennis F. Thompson (Author)

*The SPEED of Trust: The One Thing that Changes Everything* by Stephen M.R. Covey

*The Politics Of The Administrative Process* by Donald F. Kettl, James W. Fesler

PSM 504


PSM 505


*Leading Change* by John P. Kotter (Hardcover - Jan 15, 1996)


*Executive Leadership*, 5th Edition EL-Course Reader by FEMA, National Fire Academy

PSM 506

Collins, L. *Disaster Management & Preparedness*, Richmond, USA. ISBN #9781566705240
PSM 507


PSM 508


PSM 509


PSM 510


PSM 511


PSM 512

None Required